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3,31,22 Rev. 5, The Court is in Session 

Rev. 5 establishes the identity and worthiness of the Person Who will deliver 

creation from bondage and suffering by first destroying everything that has 

brought about that suffering.   

This is the primary purpose of this time of judgment – the time at the end of the 

age that all of creation has been waiting for, for 6000 years. 

As Emalyn Shaffer said (and I’m paraphrasing) “God must dismantle the kingdoms 

of this world before establishing His kingdom”.  Here’s Emalyn’s actual wording, 

“It’s because He’s going to build a new earth.  So, He’s breaking apart the one we 

have before He builds another one” (not bad for a 4 year old). 

This is also seen in Haggai 2:6-7;  

“For this is what the LORD of Hosts says: ‘Once more, I will shake the 

heavens and the earth, the sea and the dry land. I will shake all the 

nations.’” 

Rev. ch. 5 sets the stage by showing us what heaven must do in preparation for 

this. 

I love Barnhouse’s intro to this chapter; 

“When John’s eyes had become accustomed to the light of glory, he began 

to see more of the details of the heavenly scene.  The age of the Church is 

over.  This is now prophecy of the future. . . John sees a scroll in the hand of 

the One sitting on the throne.  The scroll is sealed, which is an intensive 

word meaning closely sealed or tightly sealed, with seven seals. . . Those 

who have ears to hear are granted right to understand the spiritual and 

eschatological realities of what the scroll will reveal.” 

The problem John faced was that there was no one in heaven or earth able to 

unseal the scroll.  Let’s read the first four verses; 

“Then I saw in the right hand of him who sat on the throne a scroll with 

writing on both sides and sealed with seven seals. And I saw a mighty angel 

proclaiming in a loud voice, ‘Who is worthy to break the seals and open the 

scroll?’ But no one in heaven or on earth or under the earth could open the 
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scroll or even look inside it. I wept bitterly because no one was found who 

was worthy to open the scroll or look inside.” 

That’s a problem.  And like all impossibilities, only God can fix it.  Before we look at 

how He does that, let’s take a few minutes to examine why John wept so intensely.  

Listen to what Paul writes in Rom. 8:19-22, 

“For the earnest expectation of the creation eagerly waits for the revealing 

and manifestation of the sons of God. For the creation was subjected to 

futility, not willingly, but because of Him who subjected it in hope; because 

the creation itself also will be delivered from the bondage of corruption into 

the glorious liberty of the children of God. For we know that the whole 

creation groans and labors with birth pangs together until now.” 

The pains of childbirth precede the birth of Messiah’s kingdom.  Both heaven and 

creation desperately want this time to come - the end of man (under Satan) and 

his rule and abuse of this world.  This creation is in terrible pain, more than we 

realize: 

 Animals       

- mistreated and even tortured for medical science 

- starving throughout the world because of imbalance in the  

   eco-system 

- carnivorous due to the fall, preying on each other 

Humans   

- Physical, sexual, emotional abuse 

- Torture, war and starvation  

 

This is from Eric Sauer’s book, From Eternity to Eternity; 

“The present condition of the world of nature on earth shows a disharmony 

of splendor and terror, communion and confusion, life and death.   Gladness 

and misery stand in mighty conflict with each other, and permit us to 

perceive that behind this discord lies discord in the kingdom of the spirit. . . 

Through sin the old creation is completely corrupted.  Man is not a stone but 

a spiritual organism.  As soon as evil forced itself into his life, it works out 

automatically into all parts of his being.  Sin grips him radically, centrally, and 
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totally; as to root, center and circumference, he is bound and lost, sold and 

enslaved.  Therefore, he must be made a new creation.” 

We may have deadened ourselves to the sufferings around us; but heaven feels all 

of it.  And I believe we are affected by the burden of creation more than we 

realize. 

So, in Rev. 5 when John, feeling heaven's pain, sees no hope of the scroll being 

opened, he weeps with and for creation.   If you or I were there, and we saw and 

felt what John felt – if we really understood how vital it is that the scroll be opened 

so the old creation can give way to the new – and then if we couldn’t find anyone 

to open the scroll – we’d cry too! 

The judgments the scroll introduces will end this 6000-year history of suffering and 

will eventually bring in a new creation where sorrow and pain do not exist. 

Again, from Barnhouse; 

“Angels and men may possess great wisdom either angelic wisdom, human 

wisdom or Satanic wisdom.  This avails nothing. (Isa. 29:11) ‘The whole 

vision has become to you like the words of a book that is sealed, which men 

deliver to one who is literate, saying, ‘Read this, please.’ And he says, ‘I 

cannot, for it is sealed.’  There is, over the future, not a partial but a 

complete darkness.  Christ holds the key.” 

I know we sometimes take for granted that we can open our Bibles and study the 

book of Revelation, but the reality is that the world isn’t interested, even most of 

the church isn’t studying this, and many who do read it have no clue what it 

means. 

As with all things in life, including this one, Christ is our only hope of light. 

Now; vs’s 5-7; 

“But one of the elders said to me, ‘Do not weep. Behold, the Lion of the 

tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has prevailed to open the scroll and to 

loose its seven seals.’ And I looked, and in the midst of the throne and of the 

four living creatures, and in the midst of the elders, stood a Lamb as though 

it had been slain, having seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven 
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Spirits of God sent out into all the earth. Then He came and took the scroll 

out of the right hand of Him who sat on the throne.” 

The Lamb, Who came as a Servant to sacrifice His life for us, returns as a Lion to 

destroy His enemies. A position of absolute authority over all the works of His 

hands was the Lamb’s reward and inheritance because of His obedience unto 

death – He “prevailed” against all that stood against Him. 

The “horns” in vs. 6 refer to strength (Deut. 33:17) and to political and military 

power (Dan. 8:20-21).  Christ’s strength is represented by seven horns – meaning 

complete or perfect strength and military authority over all creation. 

And in the symbol of the seven eyes, we see that the Lion of the tribe of Judah will 

execute His judgments with the all-seeing omniscience of the Holy Spirit.  

(Heb. 4:13) “There is no creature hidden from His sight, but all things are 

naked and open to the eyes of Him to whom we must give account.” 

Do you want to take a guess at what this word “prevail” is in the original?  It can be 

translated either “conquer” or “overcome”.  The word literally means “to subdue” 

and in the various contexts in which it’s used, this is what we see; 

“To conquer; to carry off the victory, come off victorious.  Of Christ, 

victorious over all His foes; of Christians, those who hold fast their faith even 

unto death against the power of their foes, temptations and persecutions.” 

The greater our obedience to the will of the Father; the greater the strength and 

authority we will have in the kingdom.  Since Christ’s obedience was absolute, He 

holds the highest position.  But for those in the Church Age who are also 

overcomers, relative positions of authority are given. 

Christ was promised this position in Psalm 2:6-12; 

“I have set My King on My holy hill of Zion. I will declare the decree: The 

Lord has said to Me, ‘You are My Son, today I have begotten You. Ask of Me, 

and I will give You the nations for Your inheritance, and the ends of the 

earth for Your possession. You shall break them with a rod of iron; you shall 

dash them to pieces like a potter’s vessel.’ Now therefore, be wise, O kings; 

be instructed, you judges of the earth. Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice 
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with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest He be angry, and you perish in the way, 

when His wrath is kindled.” 

But now listen to this offer to the Lord’s overcomers in (Rev. 2:26-28)  

“He who overcomes, and keeps My works until the end, to him I will give 

power over the nations—he shall rule them with a rod of iron; they shall be 

dashed to pieces like the potter’s vessels’ - as I also have received from My 

Father.” 

This is what is meant by the passage in Rev. 3:21 that we saw in our study of the 

letter to Laodicea; 

“To him who overcomes I will grant to sit with Me on My throne, as I also 

overcame and sat down with My Father on His throne.” 

The Lamb has prevailed and Phil. 2:8-11 explains how this happened and what the 

results were; 

“He humbled Himself and became obedient to the point of death, even the 

death of the cross. Therefore, God also has highly exalted Him and given 

Him the name which is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every 

knee should bow, of those in heaven, and of those on earth, and of those 

under the earth, and that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is 

Lord, to the glory of God the Father.” 

In Rev. 5, we are seeing all the passages we just read being fulfilled in real time.  

And if we are those who will share His throne; we will share in His judgments of the 

earth during the tribulation period. 

There are a million reasons for pressing the battle of this life all the way to the end, 

but this is the highest and greatest reason – to receive the unimaginable honor of 

sharing the throne of the Son of God.  No creature that has ever come from the 

hand of God has ever, or will ever, hold a more exalted position in eternity than 

Church Age believers who are overcomers. 

This life we are living and the decisions we make here, have far greater 

implications than we fully realize. There is so much more to Christianity, both in 

time and in eternity, than what we see represented in the majority of churches in 

our nation. 
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Now, let’s move to vs’s 8-10; 

“Now when He had taken the scroll, the four living creatures and the 

twenty-four elders fell down before the Lamb, each having a harp, and 

golden bowls full of incense, which are the prayers of the saints. And they 

sang a new song, saying: ‘You are worthy to take the scroll, and to open its 

seals; for You were slain, and have redeemed us to God by Your blood out of 

every tribe and tongue and people and nation, and have made us kings and 

priests to our God; and we shall reign on the earth.’” 

Who is singing this song? Who is praising God that they are not only redeemed 

from every nation, but are also made kings and priests to God? Is it the entire 

2000-year membership of the Church now in heaven?   

No.  It’s the “four living creatures and the twenty-four elders.”  We saw in ch. 4 

who the “four living ones” are.  And we saw in Rev. 4:4 that these elders have 

crowns on their heads.   

“Around the throne were twenty-four thrones, and on the thrones, I saw 

twenty-four elders sitting, clothed in white robes; and they had crowns of 

gold on their heads.” 

Do all believers receive crowns when they enter heaven? Does everyone who is 

saved get a ‘participation trophy’? 

This is the song of the overcomers as they praise and worship God for their 

redemption and for their exalted positions of honor, being made kings, in the 

kingdom of their Lord. 

I’m certain that all the saved of every age will be overflowing with joy and singing 

the song of the redeemed.  But last part of the song in Rev. 5 is reserved 

exclusively for those who have crowns of gold on their heads. 

Vs. 8 tells us that in this preparatory work for the judgements of Rev. 6-19, heaven 

is receiving and responding to “golden bowls full of incense, which are the prayers 

of the saints.” 

This is an extremely important reality that is all throughout the Bible, but is never 

stressed enough. 
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God does nothing on earth without first securing the cooperation of His people in 

prayer.  He reveals His will to us and then moves us by His Spirit to pray for that 

will to be realized. 

One of the most classic examples of this is Daniel’s prayer for Israel’s captivity in 

Babylon to end. 

(Dan. 9:2-3) “In the first year of his reign I, Daniel, understood by the books 

the number of the years specified by the word of the Lord through Jeremiah 

the prophet, that He would accomplish seventy years in the desolations of 

Jerusalem. Then I set my face toward the Lord God to make request by 

prayer and supplications, with fasting, sackcloth, and ashes.” 

Here's the passages Daniel came across in Jeremiah; 

(Jer. 25:8-11; 29:10) “Therefore thus says the Lord of hosts: ‘Because you 

have not heard My words, behold, I will send and take all the families of the 

north,’ says the Lord, ‘and Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon, My servant, 

and will bring them against this land, against its inhabitants, and against 

these nations all around, and will utterly destroy them, and make them an 

astonishment, a hissing, and perpetual desolations. Moreover, I will take 

from them the voice of mirth and the voice of gladness, the voice of the 

bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the sound of the millstones and the 

light of the lamp. And this whole land shall be a desolation and an 

astonishment, and these nations shall serve the king of Babylon seventy 

years. . . For thus says the Lord: After seventy years are completed at 

Babylon, I will visit you and perform My good word toward you, and cause 

you to return to this place.”  

There is a very simple pattern in this, but it requires two things of us if we want to 

be a part of this privilege of being ‘co-laborers’ with Christ in the ministry of 

prayer. 

• First, we have to have studied the Bible sufficiently to know God’s plans. 

• Second, we have to pray for those plans to be fulfilled; because as 1 Jn. 5:14-

15 tells us, 

“This is the confidence that we have before Him: If we ask anything 

according to His will, He hears us. And if we know that He hears us in 
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whatever we ask, we know that we already possess what we have 

asked of Him.” 

Daniel believed Jeremiah, so he prayed.  Like I said, this is a simple but eternally 

important ministry of our priesthood. 

So, we saw in Rev. 5:8 that God’s people in the time of the tribulation will know 

exactly what the Lord intends to do, and their prayers will go up like incense to 

Him. 

What about God’s plans in this generation?  Do we know what they are and are we 

praying for them to be carried out? 

Without going on too much of a tangent, since we’ve covered these things before, 

we can bottom-line God’s will for us at this time in history into two things; bringing 

the Church to maturity (Eph. 4:11-16) and finalizing the ingathering of the gentiles 

into the Body of Christ (Rom. 11:25).   

Satan, of course, is trying to prevent both – and removing these from our prayer 

lives is a good way to help make that happen. 

Most Christians don’t know what God is doing because (unlike Daniel) they aren’t 

studying the Word enough to discern God’s will at this time in history.  Others are 

praying almost exclusively for their own desires and interests, and aren’t that 

concerned about understanding God’s desires and interests. 

Obviously, thousands of examples could be given throughout scripture of this 

spiritual reality – God’s sovereignty working through men and women committed 

to Him in prayer. 

So, now let’s look at another important implication of what the saints in Rev. 5 are 

praying for; and we can see in Rev. 8:3-5 how God responds to these prayers; 

“Then another angel, who had a golden censer, came and stood at the altar. 

He was given much incense to offer, along with the prayers of all the saints, 

on the golden altar before the throne. And the smoke of the incense, 

together with the prayers of the saints, rose up before God from the hand of 

the angel. Then the angel took the censer, filled it with fire from the altar, 

and hurled it to the earth; and there were peals of thunder, and rumblings, 

and flashes of lightning, and an earthquake.” 
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One of the symbols used in this passage is shown in Psalm 141:2; 

“Let my prayer be counted as incense before you, and the lifting up of my 

hands as the evening sacrifice.” 

These prayers, like incense, rise to God as petitions for judgment against God’s 

enemies.  It’s similar to the prayers of David throughout the Psalms.  Here’s one 

example; 

(Psalm 35:1-6 & 55:15) “Plead my cause, O Lord, with those who strive with 

me; fight against those who fight against me. Take hold of shield and 

buckler, and stand up for my help. Also draw out the spear, and stop those 

who pursue me.  Say to my soul, ‘I am your deliverance.’ Let those be put to 

shame and brought to dishonor, who seek after my life; let those be turned 

back and brought to confusion, who plot my hurt. Let them be like chaff 

before the wind, and let the angel of the Lord chase them. Let their way be 

dark and slippery, and let the angel of the Lord pursue them. . . Let death 

seize them; let them go down alive into hell.” 

So, why are the sons of God in heaven praying Old Testament prayers instead of 

New Testament prayers? David prayed for justice; but in the New Testament Jesus 

tells us to pray for mercy.   

But in the Tribulation we see prayers for justice and we see God answering those 

prayers aggressively. 

The age of the church was the age of grace.  God has not been judging His enemies 

and the prayers of His people have been for their salvation, not their destruction. 

But at the end of Rev. 3, the church age ends, and in Revelation chapters 5 and 

following, we are looking at the final seven years of the age of Israel, so naturally, 

those in sync with God’s will at that time will be praying as David prayed. 

Immediately following the prayer of worship in vs. 9-10, all of Heaven’s inhabitants 

join in.   

(Rev. 5:11-14) “Then I looked, and I heard the voice of many angels around 

the throne, the living creatures, and the elders; and the number of them 

was ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of thousands, saying 

with a loud voice: ‘Worthy is the Lamb who was slain to receive power and 
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riches and wisdom, and strength and honor and glory and blessing!  And 

every creature which is in heaven and on the earth and under the earth and 

such as are in the sea, and all that are in them, I heard saying: ‘Blessing and 

honor and glory and power be to Him who sits on the throne, and to the 

Lamb, forever and ever!’ Then the four living creatures said, ‘Amen!’ And 

the twenty-four elders fell down and worshiped Him who lives forever and 

ever.” 

You can tell by the way John worded it that, at least to him, the number of those 

surrounding the throne was uncountable. 

Dan. 7:9-10; 13-14 shows this same vision; 

“I watched till thrones were put in place, and the Ancient of Days was 

seated; His garment was white as snow, and the hair of His head was like 

pure wool. His throne was a fiery flame, its wheels a burning fire; a fiery 

stream issued and came forth from before Him. A thousand thousands 

ministered to Him; ten thousand times ten thousand stood before Him. The 

court was seated, and the books were opened. . . I saw in the night visions, 

and, behold, one like the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven, and 

came to the Ancient of days, and they brought him near before him. And 

there was given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all people, 

nations, and languages, should serve him: his dominion is an everlasting 

dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom that which shall not 

be destroyed.” 

Here's a comment by Walvoord on these passages; 

“In that future day complete authority over the world will be realized by 

Christ, an authority which He will exercise both in the judgments which 

precede His second coming and in His reign for one thousand years which 

will follow His second advent. Once again in the book of Revelation the focus 

is upon Christ, the central character of the book and the One whose glory is 

supremely revealed in the unfolding pages of its prophecies.” 

Which leads us to the primary emphasis in all of chapter five - Heaven’s 

proclamation of the worthiness of the Lamb to open the seals and finalize the 

cleansing of the earth in preparation for the establishment of His kingdom.  
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He has suffered more than we can imagine to have that kingdom, and has been 

waiting in a 6000-year labor of love to bring it about. 

And now it’s finally here, and all of heaven explodes in joy and praise.  The earth 

will be delivered from Satan, death and pain; and the millennial kingdom of Christ 

will come, in which righteousness, love and healing will fill the earth as the water 

covers the sea. 

Listen to Barnhouse’s summary of this section;  

“Praise shall be universal in His creation.  The inanimate things by their very 

existence show forth His praise, and He will know how to call forth praise 

even from His enemies as every knee bows, and every tongue confesses the 

He is Lord.  Praise will endure unto the ages of the ages.” 

Now, you probably noticed a phrase in Dan. 7:10 that should have gotten our 

attention; “The court was seated.” 

As we saw in 1 Cor. 6:2, “Do you not know that the saints will judge the world?” 

And, of course there are a number of passages we looked in our study of the Lord’s 

overcomers telling us which saints will be sharing the throne of Christ. 

From Sauer again, 

“At the Bema seat, each one will receive the rank in the glory which is his 

due… (the Lord’s) ruling aristocracy, His administrative staff in His kingdom 

and into all eternal ages.” 

So, the next action in heaven, after the song of praise dies down, is for the Lord 

and His overcomers to be seated, because it’s time to get down to the business at 

hand – the world has to be judged. 

It will be similar to David and his mighty men, or we could use the illustration of 

the round table in King Arthur’s court.  Not all of the kingdom citizens are seated at 

that table, just those who have been granted that honor.  

One of the things we all struggle with sometimes is to be able to see Revelation as 

real.  It’s so filled with symbols and concepts that are often beyond our 

comprehension, that we can fall into the trap (at least subconsciously), of 

detaching from the reality of all this. 
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What we’re studying is not only real, but it’s coming very soon and nearly everyone 

you see walking down the street will be experiencing the hard reality of the 

Tribulation.  That’s the generation we live in; its our time in history. 

Here’s something that might help us with this – it’s from A.W. Tozer; 

“To travel back in imagination to the beginning of the creation within the 

mind; to leap swiftly forward to the end of time; to bound upward through 

limitless space and downward into the nucleus of an atom; and all this 

without so much as moving from our chair or opening our eyes – this is to 

soar above all the lower creation and to come near to the angels of God.  Of 

all earth’s creatures, only man can think this way.”  

If we can’t find a way to see the events and instructions of Revelation beyond just 

the fascination of gaining a better understanding of what is on the written page, 

we will never experience what we could in terms of real life-impact. 

Now, just a brief comment on Rev. 1:1; “The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God 

gave Him to show His servants—things which must shortly take place.”   

The word “shortly” is not the best translation.  The Greek word is “tachos”, a word 

which describes both quickness and speed.  Some translations have “quickly” 

which is better than “shortly”; but when you combine this word with Matt. 24, 

where the Lord described the events of the Tribulation as “birth pangs”, what you 

end up with are events that will gain momentum (they will ‘speed up’) and once 

they’ve started, nothing can stop them. 

Which means that every time we see what we think is a lull in world events, it’s 

only the gap in between labor pains which will get shorter each time – and the 

next event will be more intense than the previous event.  During these perceived 

‘lulls’ other things are happening that may be less obvious, but that prepare for the 

next major event.   

Again, I don’t want to spend a lot of time on this, because we’ll see more as we 

move through Revelation, but Satan knows that his time is short.  And, as the angel 

in Rev. 10:6 tells us, “There will be no more delay!”  God has determined His time 

frame for finalizing the formation of the Church, for judging the nations and for the 

establishment of the Millennial Kingdom.  The time for each of those is set by 

divine decree. 
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Ok, back to our context. 

In an earlier study, I read about the incredible celebration that will occur at the 

beginning of the Millennial Kingdom.  If the reality of that celebration really hit 

home with us, it could provide not only a renewed commitment to the One Who 

will bring it about, but it would also help pull us away from pre-occupation with 

this life – it would detach our disappointment with this world and would focus us 

with joyful expectation on the world to come. 

Here's a comment by Walvoord on what we’ve been seeing in Rev. 5; 

“The beauty and wonder of this scene are in startling contrast to the dark 

clouds of divine judgment portrayed as falling upon the earth in the 

tribulation. The scenes of earth are always dark in comparison to the glory of 

heaven. The Christian engulfed by temptation, persecution, and trial can 

take heart in the fact that our Lord also suffered and was tried, and that He 

in triumph ascended on high having completed His earthly work. Those who 

follow in His steps while in the world may endure many afflictions, but they 

are assured that they will share with the Lord His glory and His grace 

throughout all eternity.” 

Abraham was promised greatness, but instead he lived like an outcast.   

(Heb. 11:9-10) “By faith he dwelt in the promised land as a stranger in a 

foreign country. He lived in tents, as did Isaac and Jacob, who were heirs 

with him of the same promise. For he was looking forward to the city with 

foundations, whose architect and builder is God.” 

What was it that sustained Abraham living in a tent in this “land of promise”?  He 

looked forward to the city God would build; and that city doesn’t happen until 

Christ comes. 

In other words, Abraham’s confidence and joy, just like Daniel’s, wasn’t based on 

what he was experiencing; it was based on the confidence he had in what was 

coming. 

In His humanity, Jesus was sustained in the same way. 

(Heb. 12:1-2) “Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of 

witnesses (like Abraham), let us throw off every encumbrance and the sin 
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that so easily entangles, and let us run with endurance the race set out for 

us. (How?) Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, 

who for the joy set before Him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and 

sat down at the right hand of the throne of God.” 

Think of our Lord walking through this world suffering at every step, knowing 

constant rejection and anticipating crucifixion.  The only way He could mentally 

and spiritually survive was by having His eyes riveted on the joy set before Him; the 

Throne, the perfected bride and His return to His Father.  

This is another reason Revelation is so important to both understand and to 

believe.  Life will drag us down if this life is the only one occupying our thoughts. 

(1 Cor. 15:19) “If in this life only we have hope . . .  we are of all men most to 

be pitied.”  

I’m not saying we can do this perfectly or even consistently, but it’s clear from 

God’s Word that if we want to experience joy in this life, we will need to learn how 

to spend as much time as possible thinking of the life to come. 

So, as this commentator in Revelation assures us; 

“Revelation puts earth and heaven in proper perspective, the scenes of 

earth ending in the tragic denouement of the great tribulation, and the 

scenes of heaven, fulfilled both in the millennial glory and in the eternal 

state. The true occupation of the thoughts of the child of God should be one 

of praise and worship of the God of glory while awaiting the fulfillment of 

His prophetic Word.” 


